Current Contracts

- Aerospace Education Services Project (AESP)
- From Hectares to Nanometers: GK-12 Multidisciplinary Explorations of Tropical Ecosystems and Functional Nanoscience
- IRIS Build Awards - Montana State University
- John Mather Nobel Scholar
- NASA Aerospace Scholars Program Support Services Pilot Program
- NASA Aerospace Scholars Support Services Pilot Program (2)
- NASA ESMD Lunabotics Support
- NASA ESMD Space Grant Project
- NASA International Year of Astronomy Student Ambassador Program
- NASA Space Science Student Ambassador Program
- NASA Summer of Innovation Mini-Grant Program
- NASA Systems Engineering Curriculum Development II
- NASA Systems Engineering Website
- Pathevo Career Exploration
- Satellite Engineering for the Development of Puerto Rico’s Aerospace Workforce Services Program
- Supplementary Funding for Minnesota Space Grant Consortium High-Altitude Ballooning School Initiative
- Virginia Aerospace Science and Technology Scholars
Due to rapid growth, BOD is examining and updating Foundation policies and procedures.

Will provide detailed presentation at Spring Meeting in DC.
Current Contracts

- Aerospace Education Services Project (AESP) - Penn State/NASA-Langley
- From Hectares to Nanometers: GK-12 Multidisciplinary Explorations of Tropical Ecosystems and Functional Nanoscience - Amgen – Puerto Rico
- IRIS Build Awards - Montana State University - Lockheed Martin Corp
- John Mather Nobel Scholar - John and Jane Mather Foundation for Science and the Arts
- NASA Aerospace Scholars Program Support Services Pilot Program - NASA-JSC Education
- NASA Aerospace Scholars Support Services Pilot Program (2) - NASA-JSC Education
Current Contracts

- NASA ESMD Lunabotics Support - Delaware North
- NASA ESMD Space Grant Project - NASA-KSC
- ESMD Education
- NASA International Year of Astronomy Student Ambassador Program - NASA-HQ Space Science Education
- NASA Space Science Student Ambassador Program - NASA-HQ Space Science Education
- NASA Summer of Innovation Mini-Grant Program - NASA-Glenn Education
Current Contracts

- NASA Systems Engineering Website - NASA-JSC Education
- Pathevo Career Exploration - Owen Software
- Satellite Engineering for the Development of Puerto Rico’s Aerospace Workforce - Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company (PRIDCO)
- Services Program
- Supplementary Funding for Minnesota Space Grant Consortium High-Altitude Ballooning School Initiative - Pentair – MN
- Virginia Aerospace Science and Technology Scholars (VASTS) - VASG